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Acrylic nails ideas coffin short

Residue The vertical distance between a data point and a graph of a regression equation. If the data point is above the chart, it is now positive. If the data point is below the chart, the residue is negative. It is now 0 only when the chart passes through the data point. See also<a0><a1>< The most appropriate straight line for this data is called the least squared
line of effect. This line can be used in several ways. One of these uses is to estimate the value of the response variable for a specific value of a descriptive variable. It's a remn of the idea. The remnations are obtained by subseation. All we have to do is remove the projected value of y from the observed value of y for a given x. The result is no longer called.
The formula for remnances is simple: it is now important to indicate that = observed y – the predicted value comes from our regression line. The observed value comes from our data set. We will show the use of this formula using an example. Let's say that the paired dataset is given to us: (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 7), (3, 6), (4, 9), (5, 9) Using the Software, we can
see that the least squareregression line is y = 2x. We will use this to estimate values for each value of x. For example, we see that x = 5 is 2(5) = 10. This gives us dots along the regression line with a coordinate of 5 x. To calculate remnances at points X = 5, we take the projected value out of our observed value. This gives a residue of 9 - 10 = -1, since the y
coordinate of our data point is 9. In the following table we see how to calculate all our residue for this data set: X Observed y Predicted y Residue 1 2 2 2 3 4 -1 3 7 6 1 3 6 0 4 9 1 5 9 10 -1 We see that there are a few features of residue. : The remns are positive for the points that fall on the regression line. Remns are negative for points that fall below the
regression line. Redouts are zero for points that fall exactly along the regression line. The greater the absolute value of the residue, the farthest the point is from the regression line. The sum of all remnations must be zero. In practice, sometimes this total is not exactly zero. The reason for this discrepancy is the build-up of rounding errors. They have several
uses for remnns. One use is to help us determine whether we have a dataset with a general linear dissipation or if we should consider a different model. This is because remnals help strengthen nonlinear patterns in our data. What is difficult to see by looking at a distribution topic can be more easily observed by examining the remnns and It's land now.
Another reason to consider remnals is to check that linear regression instrinsion conditions are meet. After the confirmation of a linear trend (by checking for left-backs), we also check the distribution of left overs. In order to realize the regression inn, we want the regression line-related remns to be distributed approximately normally. A histogram or handle of
the remnations will help verify that this situation has been fulfilled. To continue to benefit from our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. [ ri-zij-oo-uhl ]/ rبzبd بu əl /SEE SYNONYMS ON THESAURUS.COMpertaining or forming a residue or back residue; remaining; Now. Math. it consists of
removing one quantity from another: one residue quantity. (one set) completes the first category.or related to the payment of left-backs. Medicine / Medicine. remaining an organ or part after normal discharge or deportation: no more air. Geology. remaining after dissolving elements: no more soil.one left over quantity; Rest. Most of the time, they're remns.
something that causes a disease, injury, operation or similar person to be disturbed or disabled; Injury: His remnns are a weak heart and sting. Math. deviation from the average of a set of observations or numbers. the deviation between an empirical and theoretical result. Navigation. a slight deviation from a compass set on a specific heading. They're usually
remns. Re-screenings, a movie, radio or TV commercial or similar, which appears in the artist for repeated use of an additional payment given to an artist. Master these basic literary terms and you will speak like your English teacher. A protagonist is the main character of a story, or lead. Can you describe the opposite of a hero or a hero or hero throbbing?
TAKE A TEST TO LEARN, first recorded in 1550-60; Latin residu(um) remaining, remaining (the use of the name of the neutral of the adjective residuus is behind us), sitting, ass) + -uus adjective sequin + -al adjective sequin; see al1non·re·sid·u·al, adjective, nounun·re·sid·u·al, based on adjectiveresidential care, residential school, residentiary, residents
association, re-siding, no longer, no longer abscess, no more air, no more capacity, no longer available device, residuallyDictionary.com Unabridged Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020 I did work with my little left-back checks for a year and then ended up moving to my sister's garage for six years. While it is possible to be a
successful trading currency, when people realize how difficult it is to learn, instead, they turn to registering people so they can get the income now. Low left over value - the amount of value after a few years of car ownership - evs. Finally was one of the many factors that held broader adopt, with the model randomly implementing some no-go, state-specific
errors in each state. If he's a qualified candidate for prosthetics, Unlimited Tomorrow sends them a 3-Size scanner. There are a lot of concerns that the Lizard Squad could make it this far. Attack on the Hidden Internet| Marc Rogers| December 29th, 2014| DAILY BEAST Was it wise for the U.S. to leave Iraq without a single force? I thought I could feel
something, but it was hard to tell if there was any more tingling of massages or spells on this road. Sark Crazy Medieval Island | Liza Foreman| October 4, 2014| DAILY BEASTAdvancements saved their lives in armor and medical care but left them struggling with these no longer injuries. But here she knew, but now she had doubts, a mother, and she had
problems and her own weaknesses. Magnetism, which remains in iron after the current has stopped, is now called magnetism. Physics| The powers of the Willis Eugene Tower Imperial government are important to observe, especially numbered; These states now have them. European Governments| Frederic Austin OggThis now tends to make forces turn
clockwise around the entire world center C. Britannica Encyclopedia, 11th Edition, Volume 2, Slice 7| Various non-white clays and sandmans usually occur. Economic Direction of Geology|C. K. Leith The soil on the rocks where it is found is now known as soil. Protection Reader| Harold W. Fairbanksof, related to or assigning a residue or the rest; remaining;
(deposits, soil, etc.) consisting of the removal of air and fragmented materials of pre-existing rocks or payment of residue remaining as a remnnit; an average of a number of remaining statistics observation and an actor who pays a certain observation numerical value and theoretical result (usually plul) in a particular observation, Actress, Musician, Etc., the
difference between which person's visible film is made for subsequent use remaining Statistics Collins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co Ltd 1979 , 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005 , 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012Of, a related or characteristic remnning. American
Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright Houghton by Mifflin Company in 2002, 2001, 1995 ©. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.WORD OF THE DAYeideticadjective | [ahy-det-ik ] SEE WHAT Do you think © the Dictionary.com 2020?2020? If you see this message, it means that we have problems installing external resources on our
website. If you are behind a web filter, please make sure *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are unbed. Duden-Mentor-Textprüfung → 7 Tage kostenlos testen Lernideen für Eltern und Kinder → Mehr erfahren Noch Fragen? → Zur Sprachberatung Der neue Duden ist! Zum Shop → Pets is a feature available from the beginning of the game.
Throughout the game, you will gather a team of small creatures who can train against your clones and strengthen your god's statistics. Your pets can also be sent out to collect campaigns, 1-12 hour missions food, theology, items, GP and more. Once you have at least 6 pets, you can also send it to explore private Dungeons. There, you can collect
resources and use your own dungeon statistics asses as you can also craft weapons, armor and accessories that give god's statistics bonuses. Content[show] Pet List Edit Note: Use the context menu above to go to the information below all pet pictures. To extend the entire reputation at the same time, right-click, examine the page, go to the console, and
paste it into Array.from(document.getElementsByClassName(mw-collapsible-transition-collapsed).forEach(function(section){section.childNodes[1].click()}); to the console. -- Unlocked by defeating the gods : Mouse Mighty Total Growth 3 Health regulation 21 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 1 1 1 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Mouse
increases the bonus for food campaigns that reduces the chances of finding food and better quality food by 50% in food campaigns 100%. (-50%-&gt; +50%) Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat Hyperion Total Growth 100 Materials 5 Wood Other 100 Puny Food Description A cute little mouse. Not to confuse it with a computer mouse. But don't
underestimate it! This mouse can even look faster than you can steal cheese! Frog Total Growth 24 Health 21 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 7 8 9 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability if a supporter of your class increases the healing power and buff effect for dungeons by extra (0.5* class level). Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements
Defeat Suijin Total Growth 100 Materials 5 Ice Another around Suijin following a frog 1 pet stone Give description. He likes to jump around and lye everyone in view. This lying has a strong healing effect. At least that's what the frog says. Bee Total Growth 30 Health 21 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 10 10 10 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special
Ability If the class is an alchemist, it increases the speed at which you create extra (0.5* class level) items. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat Diana Total Growth 150 Materials 7.5 Feathers Other 10 Mystic Garden Upgrades Description Dianas reliable pet, many species a little bee that likes to play around. Cupid Total Total 33 Health 21 Physical
Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 14 2 17 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Cupid increases 100% theological gain in theology campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.5% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat Eros Total Growth 200 Materials 10 Feathers Other 100
Chocolate DescriptionS You always like to hit people through this heart and talk about something called 'love'. He also likes to eat chocolate. Egg Chicken Total Growth 50 Health 21 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 15 20 15 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Eggs have +10% item campaigns, +10% growth campaigns. If the class is an
assassin, it increases the damage you do with single target attacks in dungeons with an extra 0.5% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat Zeus Total Growth 300 Materials 15 Feather Other Hidden Description Zeus found and liked this egg a while ago. Will it ever hatch or not? Squirrel Total Growth 60 Health 21 Physical Mystical War
Attack Defense Speed 20 20 20 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Squirrel increases the chances of finding food and better quality food by 75% in food campaigns. If your class is a bandit, it increases the drop rate for items in dungeons by an extra 0.5% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat Tyrant Overlord Baal Total Growth 500
Materials 25 Hot Stones Other 100 God Power; Full UBC Description This Tyrant overlord likes to run around baals' garden. He won't let anyone else in his yard. Rabbit Total Growth 110 Health 21 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 40 10 60 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Increases levels earned by the entire pet 35% in Rabbit level
campaigns. If the class is a mage, it increases the damage you do with multi-target attacks in dungeons with an extra 0.51% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v5 Total Growth 1000 Materials 50 Wood Other Beat Baal and do not kill any rabbits. Description Gaia should not be confused with a rabbit. The name is different, it
starts even weaker! But it's going to get stronger. Probably. Cat Total Growth 240 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 70 90 80 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Cat God has a 50% better chance of finding god power in power campaigns. If the class is an assassin, it increases the damage you do with single target attacks in
dungeons with an extra 0.51% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v10 Total Growth 1500 Materials 75 Iron Bar Other 150 God Power Description Planet Catomaro last survivor. Some way, P.Baal became the V10's pet. If you beat him, you can catch the cat! Dog Total Growth 284 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack
Defense Speed 150 35 99 3 3 3 Bonus Special Ability Dog has a 50% better chance of finding rare items and the item campaign earns 50% more pet gems. The dog multiplier campaign achieves 50% fewer multiplier. With an extra 0.52% * class level, it increases defenses for dungeons, and a class advocate increases the chances of getting damaged
instead of a 10% party member. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v15 Total Growth 2000 Material 100 Iron Rod Other 1000 Strong Food Description P. Baal 15's Fighting Dog. He is completely loyal to the owner. At least as long as the owner feeds it. Fairy Total Growth 371 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 1 250
120 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Fairy has a 50% more chance of finding rare items and the item campaign earns 50% more pet gems. Increases healing power and buff effect for dungeons with an extra 0.53% * class level if your class is a supporter. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v20 Total Growth 2500 Materials 125 Bound
Feather Other 10 Godly Liquid Description A small fairy problem is always looking for. He likes to hide planets from P.Baal v 20. It usually takes days to find them again! Dragon Total Growth 900 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 300 300 300 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Dragon wins 100% more multiplier multiplier campaign.
If the class is a mage, it increases the damage you do with multi-target attacks in dungeons with an extra 0.53% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v25 Total Growth 3500 Materials 175 Firestone Other Pet Rebirth Multiplier 2000% Description You might think this Dragon monster is. If you did, you're dead wrong about that! Not
a sny monster, but a cute baby dragon! Snake Total Growth 1200 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 350 500 350 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Snake wins 50% more theology campaign. If your class is an alchemist, it increases the rate at which you create extra 0.55% * class-level elements. Unlock Criteria Evolution
Requirements Defeat P.Baal v30 Total Growth 5000 Materials 250 Nevermelting Ice Other ver 100 Chakra Pills Description P. Baal v30 times had a girlfriend with snake at the beginning. His girlfriend's dead, but one of the snakes is still there. He has since kept her as a pet. Shark Total Growth 1650 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed
400 400 850 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Shark increases the growth given to weak pets by 100% in growth campaigns. If a class assassin Unlock Criteria Defeats Evolution Requirements P.Baal v35 Total Growth 7000 Materials 350 Melting Ice Other Pets &gt;5000 Total Growth Description Increases the damage you do with single target attacks in
dungeons with an extra 0.57% * class level if you like to swim in salt water He eats everything he finds there. P. Baal v35 was found funny and kept as his pet. Octopus Total Growth 2331 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 777 777 777 777 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Octopus has a 100% better chance of finding food in food
campaigns. The octopus has an 80% worse chance of finding God's power in God's power campaigns. If your class is a blacksmith, equipping it with an extra 0.59% * class level improves the rendering speed and quality. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v40 Total Growth 9000 Materials 450 Nevermelting Ice Other S-grade Tsunami
Spear (lost upon developing matter) Description Only shark home as in oceans. It looks weaker than a shark, but it's just to trick its predators into hunting them. I loved and took it to watch P. Baal v40. Valkyrie Total Growth 3050 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 950 800 1300 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Growth
campaigns +35%, level campaigns +50%, multiplier campaigns +100%. An extra 0.61% * class level increases damage to dungeons instead of a party member, and increases the chances of protection by 10% if your class is an advocate. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v45 Total Growth 11000 Materials 550 Bound Feather Other
Defeats Total 2000 dungeon bosses Description P.Baal V45 once valkyrie monsters took a love, took one of them as his pet and trained to protect his dungeon. Now you show up and you want to steal it from him? Slime Total Growth 3500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 1250 1000 1250 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability
Slime has 25% more results in all campaigns. If your class is a mage, how much does the 0.62%* class level increase the damage you do to multiple target attacks in dungeons. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v50 Total Growth 12000 Materials 600 Nevermelting Ice Other All domestic &gt; 100 million total statistics Description P.Baal
v50 reviews with many trials and developed one of them into stronger versions than ever before. This slime result Whale Total Growth 4500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 1500 1500 1500 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Whale has +75% theology campaigns, +35% level campaigns, +35% growth campaigns. Increase
defenses for dungeons by an extra 0.65% * Class level and a class defense Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v55 Total Growth 15000 Materials 750 Nevermelting Ice There is another level of 10 Ultimate Crystal (not consumed) Description P.Baal V55 once wanted for a large pet if 10% have a whale of its own that increases its chances
of getting damaged instead of a party member. It's really powerful! He just has to be a little careful when he walks through the doors. Total Growth 6000 Health 32 Physical Physical Battle Attack Defense Speed 1800 2000 2200 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Hydra has +25% in item campaigns and +200% in multiplier campaigns. If your class is an
adventurer, increase the bonus to an extra 0.7% * class for all campaigns. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v60 Total Growth 20000 Material 1000 Nevermelting Ice Other Pet Rebirth Multiplier 5000% Description This hydra is really strong. P.Baal F60 fought against him years ago and he kept it as a pet so I was impressed by his
strength wo. Pandora's box Total Growth 8666 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 1000 1000 6666 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Pandora's box increases all campaign rewards for campaigns it participated in by 3% for every 5000 growth (total earnings growth). This covers 100k growth as also. Reaching the container will
increase by 4% every 5k. This increases additionally by 0.1% and up to 2% for each feed (reset after rebirth or up to 0% when hunger reaches 0). If your class is an adventurer, increase the bonus to an extra 0.9% * class for all campaigns. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v66 Total Growth 40000 Materials 2000 Iron Bar Other Defeat
P.Baal v66 One Day Baal Challenge Description is a nice box, Rumors say this should never be opened and will be fed every day or something bad. Lucky Coin Total Growth 23331 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 7777 7777 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Item campaigns +7%, godpower campaigns +77%, food campaigns
+777%. If the class is an assassin, it increases the damage you do with single target attacks in dungeons with an extra 1.28% class level. Increases the chances of falling for loot in dungeons (total damage ^0.3/10)% is done. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v77. Pet Token Total Growth cannot use 77777 Materials 3888.85 Special
Wood In other dungeons 77.777.777 total damage description coin in a box. It just looks like a coin but it can jump, move and attack! It also has hidden teeth in the box ... It was supposed to bring good luck. There is a random chance to do 7, 77 or 777 extra damage after an attack in the dungeons. Balrog Total Growth 28000 Health 32 Physical Mystical
Battle Attack Defense Speed 12000 7000 9000 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability. If the class is a mage, it increases the damage you do with multi-target attacks in dungeons with an extra 1.4% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal v88 or use a Pet Token. Total Growth 90000 Materials 4500 FireStone Other Description The
powerful creature P.Baal V88 has also seen a dungeon so far. After that, P.Baal V88 is populated with many volcano dungeons with copies of it. But this is the only original. Can you get a P.Baal V88? According to legends, Dungeon, it seems impossible to defeat, without excessive magical power and the right catalysts. 10% + Horns Balrog / 10 a dungeon
will receive HP support. Armadillo Total Growth 54 Health 21 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 18 18 18 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability. Increases damage to dungeons instead of a party member by an extra 0.5% * class level, and increases the chances of protection by 10% if your class is an advocate. Unlock Criteria Evolution
Requirements Defeat Odin. Total Growth 400 Materials 20 Wood Other TBS has a 100% critical chance. Description Small, cute Armadillo. Odin really loves and can protect himself from his lightning. You can also roll around funny! -- Unlocked with Special Missions: Edit Mole Total Growth 150 Health 21 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 50 50
50 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Mole has a 50% worse chance of finding food in food campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.5% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution RequirementsYing Jacky lee must be defeated when there are more than 100 levels in ThePhysical Attack+ Might skill. Total
Growth 500 Materials 25 Wood Other Defeat Doppelganger can have at least 200 attacks and defenses during a special challenge Description It can often be difficult to see because it hides underground. This Jacky Lee is a big fan and he's seen all the movies. He believes the attack is the best defense. He's bad at food campaigns. Camel Total Growth 450
Health 21 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 200 150 100 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Camel God has a 60% better chance of finding power in power campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.51% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements You must complete all training
and monster achievements while not defeating a single God. Total Growth 1000 Material 50 Hot Stone Other Kill Baal can stay alive without water for a long time without any success. He's done a lot, but he doesn't believe in God. He's good at God's power campaigns. Goat Total Growth 900 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 300 300
300 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Goat can't find any food in food campaigns. Goats have a 100% better chance of finding rare items and earn 100% more pet stones in item campaigns. If your class is a bandit, increase the drop rate for items in dungeons to an extra 0.58* class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements 5000 must make Mystic
Gardens, and each creation of 1+ goats can be used to eat on its arrival (even a universe). You have to do this when you didn't kill a single monster or kill any Ultimate Beings. Total Growth 7500 Materials 375 Special Wood Other 10000 All the creations at hand (consumed in this), a 100/25 Black Hole, build no fighting monsters. Description He always likes
to feed grass and wants everything for himself. And it's really peaceful, no murder allowed! Bad at food campaigns, good at product campaigns. Turtle Total Growth 661 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 600 60 1 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Turtle has a 25% penalty in 1 hour campaigns. Turtle has a 25% bonus on 12-hour
campaigns. With an extra 0.6% class level, it increases defenses for dungeons and increases the chances of getting damaged instead of a party member by 10% if he is a class advocate. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements must complete an Ultimate Arty Challenge. Total Growth 10000 Materials 500 Special Wood Other have finished at least 2 UACs,
give 200 God Power Description This rush never, never stresses and gradually takes everything. A really patient pet, just the way you need to beat the ultimate Arty Challenge. These one-hour campaigns are bad, 12-hour campaigns are good. Stone Golem Total Growth 0 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 0 0 0 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus
Special Ability You can get better with poor but higher growth in all campaigns. (It starts at -100% for all campaigns and gains +20% per 5000 growth of up to 0% in 25000 growth.) For 1000 Challenge Points, buy 100% Point Criteria Evolution Requirements Purchase for all campaigns. Total Growth 25000 Material 1250 Special Wood Other None Description
One stone. It doesn't seem to work, and it doesn't do anything. But somehow you can feel something special about it. Maybe if you grow it hard enough, you'll find out. Afky clone Total Growth 2002 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 2000 1 1 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent starts +20% food campaign and -30% for all other
campaigns. This is increased to a maximum of +100% to the food campaign and +50% to log_2% (Highest Afky Power)% to all other campaigns. Your class increases the bonus for all campaigns with an extra 0.55% * class level if your class is an adventurer Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Reach 1 billion (1e9) Afky God power. Total Growth 5000
Materials 250 Iron Bar Other Afky Clone campaign bonus &gt;= +20% (1.126e15 Afky God power) Description He was killed years by Afky God for no reason. After Afky God became so strong, he finally found a way to escape. Golden Dragon Total Growth 300 Health 32 Physical Mystic Combat Attack Defense Speed 100 100 100 3 3 Campaign Bonus
Special Ability If you are a class alchemist that increases the speed of creating items with an extra 0.65* class level you will get 25% of the dragon gets growth when feeding your entire pet. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Kong idle Cooking Emperor get data, or use a Pet Token. Total Growth 15000 Material 750 Iron Rod Titanium Armor, Sword and
Ring equipped (items are not lost developing) Description has a golden dragon from an old cooking empire. She likes to cook with gold. Monkey Total Growth 1800 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 350 550 900 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability These growth campaigns have 100%. If the ultimate crystal level is 12+ singleequipped crystals and 500/100 Temple of God, all monkey monster achievements and another monster achievement of unlock criteria in the class unlock criteria increase the damage you do with single target attacks in dungeons with an extra 0.65% * class level. Total Growth 15000 Materials 750 Firestone Other Equip a level 20 Ultimate Crystal, a
5000/1000 Temple Of God Description only a monkey with strange hair. He's really strong and loves to fight all day. Monkeys are just important monsters. He thinks it's the only ultimate pet. You need to show the ultimate at a high level and need your own prayers. Holy ITRTG Book Total Growth 7500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense
Speed 2500 2500 2500 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability This makes you immune to double your attacking power and fight other gods. It has +150% in theology campaigns, +100% in God power campaigns and +50% in level campaigns. With an extra 0.4% class level, it increases the bonus for all classes and lets you change classes without loss or cost.
It also counts for the right class in dungeon events. Unlock Criteria Creating EvolutionAry Requirements 1E7 suns, has 6.67E21 theology, can unleash 100 (10k%) attack multiplier and unleash its power. (Note, exposing your power means that we must have completed at least one DMC and the multiplier associated with it; to see the percentage of power that
consult the other&gt;other&gt;Power Unleash section). Total Growth 50000 Materials 2500 FireStone Other give 6.8E27 theology, there are 2 billion suns created, ~37,000, 60 million clones, 1500 Creation Count and 100k base building speed with a DMC score of 50 million unleash power, it takes about 8-9 days to develop. Description ITRTG bible. It's the
only religion left to survive. Is the end still uncertain, bad or a good religion? Only the most divine people will get it. You need to show people your own sun and all your might, and that must be powerful! Flying cloud Total Growth 2500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 750 1000 750 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Flying Cloud
has 100% more chance to find rare items, earns 100% more pet gems in item campaign and has 50% in multiplier campaigns. If your class is a supporter, it increases healing power and buff effect for dungeons with an extra 0.75% * class level. Unlock Criteria Have Monkey with Evolution Requirements 1e8 statistics and every camp for at least 1 hour from
the current rebirth. Total Growth 25000 Materials 1250 Connected Feather Monkey other 1 Billion statistics, each campaign for monkey is also 12 hours (progress details can be seen trying to improve the Cloud) Description A cloud flying with its own mind. It can fly anywhere and, unlike a normal cloud, has mass and can even carry one! Anteater Total
Growth 1900 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 550 700 650 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability If your class is a blacksmith, equipping it with an extra 0.7% class level improves creation speed and quality. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements 10,000 ants Total Growth 20000 Materials 1000 Special Wood Other 50,000 ants
Have a big eye for description detail, but your favorite cookie is that ants do not participate on your side unless you have a stack. You can find them in dungeons. If a blacksmith is a total (ants / 50,000) it improves the speed and quality of the workmanship by% of the workmanship. After 1 million ants, additional support is halved. Chameleon Total Growth
6000 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 2000 2000 3 3 Campaign No Special Ability Bonus Counts as the right element for all events. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements While the dungeon holds 3 materials in a layer of the same element, each dungeon depth 2 defeats the boss and has a pet of the same element as the
dungeon at the party. Note: This boss will be stronger than a normal depth 2 boss. Total Growth 22000 Material 1100 Iron Bar Depth for other 48 rooms 2 all dungeons Survive. Tier 2 materials can be any element. Description A pet found in dungeons in Depth 2. If you see him once in every dungeon, he can follow you. It only appears if you send the right
pets and items, however. You can change the item freely. Undine Total Growth -33333 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed -11111 -11111 -11111 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability -111% for 111% if all extra 1.5* increase drop rate for dungeon items with class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements A long and expensive

multi-step process. The first step in the saddle with the harmful FailedUndine below: 2 alchemists and substances should be 100 Ice Block + 50 Nevermelting ice + 10 Holy Water Total Growth 55555 Materials 2777.75 Nevermelting Ice Other Undines latest form Description There is a pet created from water, instilled with life by two alchemists. It seems risky
to create it but it can become the most powerful pet ever! Someone said, alchemy is about equal change, but who cares if alchemists want to create the most powerful pet ever, right? Black Hole Chan Total Growth 19998 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 6666 6666 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability (UBV4 If the class is a mage
for all campaigns, it increases the damage you do with multiple competitor attacks in dungeons with an extra 1.17% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat at least one Ultimate Being V4 Total Growth 66666 Material 3333.3 Iron Rod Other 1000 UBV4 points Description Black holes are its great role model. He likes to absorb things to
squeeze into nothingness, but he is very proud and does so only with the most powerful beings in the universe. When you beat Ultimate Being V4, it gets an extra 2 x tiers of growth for all statistics. Gets a % bonus for all sqrt (UBV4 points^1.01) campaigns and twice as many bonuses for all dungeon elements. Corona Total Growth 18 Health 32 Physical
Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 6 6 6 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Corona 30% all campaign earnings decrease. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.7% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements If there is at least one alchemist and Vaccina lock, if it is not visible in the game, go to
the settings page and enter Corona in the home area. Total Growth 20000 Material 1000 Bound Feather Counts again that the other 100 patients had pets (a treatment pet that has been sick again). Description Netherworld is a bad asset. He likes to make everybody sick. There is a 5% chance of opening a disease to a pet every hour. A sick pet can make
the other pet sick and loses a total growth of over 1500 hours over 1500 total growth. Yggdrasil Total Growth 29997 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 9999 9999 9999 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability 1% Growth is an extra 1.7% based on the highest RTI god killed an extra 1.7* class level while a class adventurer increases the
bonus for all campaigns. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Defeat P.Baal V50 during an RTI challenge Total Growth 120000 Material 6000 Special Wood Other Defeat P.Baal v150 Description Seed of a tree. This together will connect everything and is said to be unlimited growth (1% bonus for the growth campaign for the highest god RTI defeat).
Treasury Total Growth 22200 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 6500 7200 8500 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability. If used with Pandora, see the penalty description. If the class is an assassin, it increases the damage you do with single target attacks in dungeons with an extra 1.25% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution
Requirements has 500 Mimic points. Total Growth 75000 Material 3750 Iron Rod Other has at least 5000 Mimic points. Description A rare treasure! How can you? D3 should be hidden in dungeons, but be sure to take nothing with you! Pandora opens if used in the same campaign that will turn the bonus into a penalty! If RTI is used, 5% * Will increase the
exp of all RTI pets at the class level. Increases damage to dungeons with mimic points / Up to 50%, after which Mimic scores^0.4 + 20. Living Draw Total Growth 2331 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 777 777 777 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability campaigns 80% item. Up to 200% in the additional lucky draw, by 5% at a time
this bonus can increase. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.8% * class level. After six crystal slots, there are 0.17361% (about 1 576) Life Draws unlocked by each lucky draw you open, until the crystal factory unlocks the Criteria Evolution Requirements. Total Growth 30000 Materials 1500 Iron Bars Other
have a total of 1500 Lucky Draws opened Description After so many chances were opened in a draw, one of them turned into a living draw and will help you after that. God Power Total Growth 99 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 33 33 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability +50% godpower campaigns with an extra 0.53% * class level
increases the bonus for all campaigns while the class is an adventurer. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Complete God Power Challenge Total Growth 2500 Materials 125 Firestone Other at least 25 God Power Challenges completed. Explanation Some of the Power of God have turned into a living lyn. There's an x% chance of giving God power
when he feeds it. -- Lock with Pet Token Only: Edit Rudolph Total Growth 550 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 150 250 150 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Rudolph increases the chances of finding rare items and pet stones 35% in product campaigns, increasing the chances of finding food and better quality food by 35% in food
campaigns. If your class is a bandit, it increases the drop rate for items in dungeons by an extra 0.55% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 5000 Materials 250 Connected Feathers Other 1000 Baal Power Description lost the way of carrying gifts for Santa Claus. Now he's here and he doesn't want to come
back. This product is good in its campaigns, food campaigns are good. Pumpkin Total Growth 1998 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 666 666 666 666 666 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Pumpkin has a 30% chance of finding chocolate in food campaigns. This is increased by 30% every hour. 4 in a 12-hour campaign. In food
campaigns you will find an extra 20% (20 + 0.5* class level) of chocolate per hour. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 5000 Ingredients 250 FireStones Other 666 Chocolate Description comes straight from hell and loves to steal candy. If you use food campaigns, there is a chance to find additional chocolate in other food
found. Doughnut Total Growth 21 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 7 7 7 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability food campaigns have a 75% better chance of finding food. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements with Pet Token That Finds 50% * Hours of Mighty Food in all campaigns. Total Growth 5000 Ingredients 250 Special Wood
Other 100 Mighty Food Description This smells sweet and looks delicious. If you can talk and believe what you're saying, if you eat, you'll die instantly! But he didn't try to find out if anyone told the truth. Eagle Total Growth 231 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 77 77 77 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Eagle has a 75% more chance
of finding rare items, and the item campaign earns 75% more pet gems. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.5% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 2000 Material 100 Bound Feather Other 50 Lucky Draws Description 42 in the fourth galaxy. I mean, it's
pretty fast. Penguin Total Growth 400 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 50 200 150 3 3 Campaign Special Ability Penguin Has a 75% better chance of finding god power in God power campaigns. If the class is an assassin it increases the damage you do with dungeontek target attacks by an extra 0.53% * class level. Unlock Criteria
Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 3500 Materials 175 Nevermelting Ice Other 35000 Pet Stones Description Once tried to go as a P.Baal but failed miserly. A real P.Baal knocked him out trying to walk towards him. Or enough to put it out. Phoenix Total Growth 450 Health 32 Physical Mystical Battle Attack Defense Speed 150 150
150 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Phoenix level campaign gives 50% more level for all pets. If your class is an alchemist, it increases the rate at which you create extra 0.6% * class-level elements. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 10000 Materials 500 Firestone Other All Domestic &gt; Level 9000
Description A really big bird. The flames surround him and come to life after he was killed before he died. But it's also quite powerful, so it only happens for a while. Wizard Total Growth 661 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 1 60 600 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Wizard theology campaigns Wizard gives 75% more multiplier
multiplier 50% less theology in campaigns. If the class is a mage, it increases the damage you do with multi-target attacks in dungeons with an extra 0.63% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 12500 Material 625 Bound Feather All other monuments and upgrades out of Black Hole 666/666 Description I
have read a lot of books about it And it's. Throughout his youth, he never understood how he did magic. Now she's really old and can cast them with finger snaps. Pegasus Total Growth 800 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 150 500 150 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Gives all pets 40% more level in Pegasus level
campaigns. If your class is a blacksmith, equipping it with an extra 0.65% class level improves the rendering speed and quality. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 15000 Materials 750 Bound Feather Other 50000 Pet Stones Description Was a horse that once wanted to fly and kept jumping on trees. After millions of
times he has fallen to the ground, his skin will fall blue and his wings will grow. UFO Total Growth 1499 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 250 999 250 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Ufo multiplier gives you 75% more multiplier in multiplier campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by
an extra 0.7% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 20000 Material 1000 Iron Rod Other Total Pet Physical Multiplier &gt; 100 million % Description Flies full outer space without landing once on the planet from this planet. If you say you saw him flying around, no one will believe you. Robot Total Growth
3249 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 750 999 1500 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Robot increases the growth given to weak pets in growth campaigns 100%, and increases the chances of finding 100% food and better quality food in food campaigns. Equip your class with an extra 0.75% * class level if it is a blacksmith
improves the speed and quality of creation. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Unlock with Pet Token. Total Growth 25000 Material 1250 Iron Rod Other All domestic &gt; 9000 Total Growth Description Armor looks like a human and can fly a robot. Someone on Earth invented it, then escaped into this universe and never came back. FSM Total Growth
9201 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 100 9001 100 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability This increases the theology generator earning theology with log2 (Total Statistics). In God's power campaigns, all campaign members remn of God's power awards. Your class increases the bonus for all campaigns with an extra 0.85% * class
level if an adventurer of unlock criteria use a Pet Token of Evolution Requirements. Total Growth 35000 Materials 1750 Bound Feather Other SSS rank hurricane swords, armor and rings (items are not lost developing) Description is equipped with another world's unkown diet. Some say you're the great creator of everything. Hermit crab Total Growth 300
Health 21 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 100 100 100 100 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability It +50% in multiplier campaigns. If your class is a blacksmith, equipping it with an extra 0.51% * class level improves the creation speed and quality. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 1000 Materials 50 Ice Other
Total Pet Mystic multiplier &gt; 2 million % Description This weak type but has a strong shell to protect itself. Not all the time, but he's still hiding there. Ghost Total Growth 750 Health 32 Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 250 250 250 250 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Ghost has no campaign bonuses or maluses. If your class is a bandit, it
increases the drop rate for items in dungeons by an extra 0.65% * class level. In Ghost CL 20, it can scare off 2 targets per action. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 15000 Material 750 Iron Bar Other Kill depth 2 each dungeon description boss likes to scare people and monsters. He does not attack in dungeons, but
instead gives fear to enemies. Q&amp;A Total Growth 126 Health 21 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 42 42 42 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Question theology campaigns, food campaigns, god power campaigns, level campaigns and multiplier campaigns are +42%. If your class is an alchemist, it increases the rate at which you create
extra 0.51% * class-level elements. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 999 Materials 49,95 Iron Ore Other 1 Universe Description I can't help but wonder what life, universe and everything mean? Especially at Christmas, your question became a pet. It also comes with a Christmas hat! Evolved Description It is supposely
the answer to life, the universe and everything. But if you ask him anything, he always shoots: '42'. Maybe he's resting? Anyway, he's got a nice Christmas hat! Hedgehog Total Growth 305 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 105 80 120 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Hedgehog has +25% theology campaigns, +25% growth
campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, increase the bonus to an extra 0.58% * class for all campaigns. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 7500 Materials 375 FireStone Other 1e19 theological Description Looks Cute but there are thousands of needles in the back. Don't touch them! Panda Total Growth 50 Health 32
Physical Mystic Battle Attack Defense Speed 15 20 15 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Panda has 300% in food campaigns. If your class is a supporter, it increases healing power and buff effect for dungeons with an extra 0.67% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 17500 Material 875 Special Wood Other
Hidden Description Cute black and white bear. It does nothing but eat and sleep. Chocobear Total Growth 1083 Health 32 Physical Battle Attack Defense Speed Speed 361 361 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Provides 50% support for all campaigns if you feed chocolate or make food campaigns with it. A Pet Token in +33% +33% item campaigns in
growth campaigns can be used to upgrade a Pet Token Chocobear to the following. If you feed on chocolate or do food campaigns with it, it increases its increase to all campaigns by 75%. 50% +50% item campaigns in growth campaigns +100% Extra 0.56% * class level in food campaigns, if your class uses an adventurous Unlocking Criteria Evolution
Requirements A Pet Token Total Growth 6000 Materials 300 Special Wood Save Campaign Bonus for Other Campaigns Description A small bear made of chocolate instilled with a spirit. Elephant Total Growth 3300 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 2500 500 300 3 3 Campaign Bonus No Special Ability Extra increases the damage
received from dungeons instead of a party member 0.8% * increases the chances of 10% protection while a class level and class advocate. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 30000 Materials 1500 FireStone Other have at least one dungeon defense 300 Description It has lived a long time in a volcano causing a neverending fire surrounding its skin. All enemies attacking him in dungeons will be burned, taking 3% of maximum HP damage (1.5% for bosses) per action for 5 actions. Otter Total Growth 6666 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 2222 2222 2222 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability These growth campaigns have +75%, multiplier
campaigns +125%. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.8% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 30000 Materials 1500 Nevermelting Ice Other has at least 35 advanced pets. Description A cute animal that lives in water. He loves to see the world while this is
curious and adventurous. Gives random items (T1 dungeon mats, Evo then T2) after you feed. Nightmare Total Growth 6666 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 1111 2222 3333 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability All campaigns +200%. It reduces the rewards of other pets in the same campaign (20 - 0.25 * class level) by 20% each.
Uncaps reward in God's power campaigns. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra 0.9% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token. Total Growth 40000 Materials 2000 FireStone Another +20 class SSS has been equipped with magic stick (item is not lost developing) Description likes to
scare other pets. God uncaps the amount of power you can get in a god power campaign. Santa Total Growth 2997 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 999 999 3 3 3 3 Bonus Special Talent Product campaigns have +50% and food campaigns have +50%. If your class is a supporter, it increases healing power and buff effect for
dungeons with an extra 0.7% class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth 2000 Material 1000 FireStone Other give him 100 x nothing Description He gave everyone Christmas presents but no one believed him. People believed in a grumpy old man instead. That's why he moved to a new universe. He'll give you
chocolates for nothing. Vaccina Total Growth 2700 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 900 900 900 900 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability These theology campaigns have 150%. If your class is an alchemist, it increases the rate at which you create extra 0.65% * class-level elements. If Unlock Criteria Evolution requirements doesn't
appear in the Game, use a Pet Token Go to the Settings page and enter Corona in the home area. Total Growth 15000 Materials 750 Special Wood Other Corona developed and at least 100 Cure Elixirs Description There is an angel girl who wants to cure everyone and prevent the spread of the disease. You can create a vaccine for immunity that has
evolved into an alchemist. Firefox Total Growth 2150 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 685 442 1023 3 3 No Campaign Bonus Special Ability If you're using your Class of a blacksmith Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements, equip your class with an extra 0.75% * class level improves the rendering speed and quality of a Pet Token
Total Growth 2500 Material 1250 Fire Stone Give him 33 Magic Fire Stones Description A fox born of fire. After becoming a blacksmith, he will increase the fire element of all party members in dungeons by 1 and adds 0.25% to the quality of workmanship with the magic firestones you give him (maxed in 100 stone) Beachball Total Growth 17 01 Health 32
Physical Mystic Combat Attack Defense Speed 456 567 678 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability Sqrt(gems^1.00001 - gems) * 2 % Increases the bonus for all campaigns by an adventurer of the class while an extra 0.67% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth 17500 Material 875 Nevermelting Ice Other 1 million
pet stones available Description Beach ball had fun playing on the beach. You decided to adopt as your pet. Increases campaign bonuses depending on how many pet stones you have available. Tanuki Total Growth 2800 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 1250 850 700 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability +22% theology, food, god
power, growth, element, level, multiplier campaigns with an extra 0.68% * class level increases healing power and buff effect for dungeons while a class supporter. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth 18000 Material 900 Iron Rod Other 100 Give Description of the iksir S. This is a cute raccoon dog. He was once able to turn
into other beings, but lost his ability after his best friend, a dog, died. Now he supports his friends for his best talent. Thunder Ball Total Growth 21500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 7500 8000 6000 3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability These growth campaigns have +80%, item campaigns have +40%, theology campaigns have
+80%. If your class is an adventurer, it increases the bonus for all campaigns by an extra +1.3% * class level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth of 80000 Materials 4000 Bound Feather Other 1billion% creation multiplier (RTI) pet Description A powerful lightning-filled ball. Its lightning is so strong that if used in the same
campaign, it causes the robot to malfunction (severe punishment for the campaign result). Raven Total Growth 2490 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 850 990 650 3 3 3 Campaign Has 60% in Bonus Special Skill Item campaigns. If your class is a bandit, it increases the drop rate for items in dungeons by an extra 0.67% * class
level. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth 17500 Material 875 Bound Feather Other Blast Blades SSS +20 I know you will always look at you, waiting for its chance ... Be careful not to show weakness. He also likes to steal things. Seal Total Growth 2250 Health 32 Physical Mystical War Attack Defense Speed 700 750 800
3 3 3 Campaign Bonus Special Ability This godpower has +40% in campaigns, multiplier campaigns +55%. If your class is an alchemist, it increases the rate at which you create extra 0.64% * class-level elements. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth of 13500 Materials 675 Nevermelting Ice Other Finish a Day Pet Challenge
seal has been having the highest statistics in the water but managed to get around outside. I have read all the alchemist books in the world, aiming to seal these hardworking and evil sharks. Elf Total Growth 7500 Health 32 Physical Mystical Combat Attack Defense Speed 2500 2500 2500 4 4 4 Campaign Bonus Special Talent Food campaigns +150%, item
campaigns have +75%. If your class is blacksmith, equipping it with an extra 0.9% class level improves creation speed and quality. Unlock Criteria Evolution Requirements Use a Pet Token Total Growth of 40000 Materials 2000 Connected Feathers Other have at least 100 T3 donas. Description Santas is said to be one of the small helpers and the best
blacksmiths in the universe. It receives a bonus for speed and quality workmanship depending on how many T3s and better are frozen. Pet Education Edit The main draw of pets is to be able to train them against your shadow clones, level them up and increase their strength, which provides a 1% boost to your physical strength, And War. Pet Statistics Edit
Your pets have the same statistics as your own God: Physical: Very similar to your God, each Physical stat adds 10 HP to your pet. However, NO adds attack strength. Mystic: Works like Mystic for your God. 0.5 defenses per stat and 0.05 HP regen/s. Battle: Works just like Battle for Your God. Adds 1.0 attacks per stat point. Pets are just a lack of a forming
stat. As your pets' statistics get stronger, they import a %bonus to your own God's equivalent statistics by 0.01% per stat point. In other words, every 100 stat equivalent stat gives 1%. Keep in mind that when you give birth again, your pets' statistics also reset. Pet Rebirth Multiplier Edit Every 50% stat bonus earned from pets, the rebirth multiplier
corresponding to this status increases by 1%. This bonus total multiplier is limited to 999% or +899%. This cover occurs when a stat multiplier reaches 45050%. Pet Growth Edit as well as having statistics, each Pet has an equivalent Growth for Physical, Mystical and Combat. Growth is very important statistics for your Pet. While each rebirth reset statistics
for the pet, there is no growth. Growth also determines how much statistics your pets earn when they level up. Training your Pet Edit Clicking on a specific pet will take you to the menu where you can get an overview of your pet, and more importantly, you can train your pet. When you click Klonoluştur, it allows you to put aside some of your shadow clones
and argue with your pet. Statistics of clones will work as pets do here. In their Physical, Mystic and Battle, the pet can set their exp to beat them. Formula: EXP = (cloneMystic * cloneSavas * Clone Physical ^ 2.3) ^ (1/2.6) As for the real struggle, it's very much like fighting the Gods with their God. Every second your pet (petBattle - cloneMystic /2) will deal
damage and clone (cloneBattle - petMystic/2) to you, 33 (or 100/3 exactly) tick split. When the clone is defeated, it will return to your Idle clone pool and step into a new clone from your pet's pool and the fight will continue. your pet will gain exp according to the statistics of the clone. QUICKIE EDIT AFTER 2020-02-01 CHANGE to calculate half-second groups
of clones killed without any BB limit, and allow fractional clone kills: Optimal clone mystical 5/9 pet battle, and the nearest config halfstats option is 556/1000. Phys max should be as low as possible for XP/s, and the lowest config halfstats option is 1/1000. Transiding testing is a relatively safe config value for clone combat with 550/1000 automatic halfstats.
So for now it would be the recommended config: The following maths were not actually correct (only unit can't ignore xp maxims time 1/2.6 base per time), but now it's left for future generations: Here's the full math: If we use x = cloneMystic we use clonePhysical = (petBattle - x/2) * * The previous formula is correct if you maximize for exp x = cloneMystic =
petBattle, but unfortunately, this is not the case. With these impressions: EXP = (x * 11/20 * petMystic * ((petBattle - x/2) * 3 / 1000) ^ 2.3) ^ (1/2.6) Now maximing EXP is equivalent to maximing f(x) = x * (petBattle - x/2) ^ 2.3. (We don't care about global power 1/2.6 and multiplier factors). We get f'(x) = (petBattle - x/2) ^ 1.3 * (petBattle - 3.3/2 x). Now the first
factor is annulating clonePhysical = 0 so it means you don't want it. I mean, finally, we get: cloneMystic = 20/33 * petBattle Maximal xp / s values are: clonePhysical = petBattle * 23 / 11000 = petBattle /478.26 cloneMystic = petBattle * 20 / 33 cloneBattle = petMystic * 1.1 / 2 For faster calculations / Use of Improved Half Statistics, optimal close you can use
this installation: clonePhysical = petBattle / 500 (or 2/1000 for IHS) cloneMystic = petBattle * 2/3 (or 66 for IHS) 6/1000) cloneBattle = petMystic * 1.1 /2 (or 550/1000 for IHS) However, it is worth noting that your pets will eat bbones. If there are not many replacement clones, consider setting the clonephysically higher for convenience. Pet Level editing
Regulation When your Pet levels up, it is multiplied by a factor from 0.1-1.0, gaining corresponding Growth statistics for each stat. The factor increases with every 100 levels. Pet Level Factor 1-99 0.1 100-199 0.2 200-299 0.3 300-399 0.4 400-499 0.5 500-599 0.6 600-699 0.7 700-799 0.8 800-899 0.990+ 1.0 for example, your pet has 500 physicals, If there
are 600 mystical and 700 battle growths and 466-467 physical stat of this pet, 300 mystics and 350 level enough to win his battle 250. Pet Feeding Edit Pets has a level of hunger, seen as a percentage when navigating over a pet's name in the pet overview tab. It starts at 100% and gradually drops to 0% within 24 hours. (12.5% every 3 hours.) Food can be
purchased with GP, missions found, or purchased with baal power; Unless the refrigerator is purchased, the remaining food expires when it expires again. When it reaches 0%, the pet's HP will drop to 0 and will not contribute to the pet multiplier until it is fed again. After going below 87.5%, you have the opportunity to feed your pet to fully fill and, more
importantly, achieve permanent growth for your pets. He said that every 12.5% filled with feeding, no matter the same stat increase, the pet is fed. It is a good practice to do a DPC (Day Pet Challenge) before feeding your pets too much. A DPC can give you a permanent bonus (at least 8% to 50%) with zero growth even with just one mouse in pet food.
Sauce /food tier Free Puny Strong Mighty Chocolate No Sauce .25 All Stats 1 All Stats 1.5 All Stats 2 All Sıcak Sos .50 Fiziksel.13 Mystic.13 Battle 1 Physical.25 Mystic.25 Battle 2 Physical.50 Mystic.50 Battle 3 Physical.75 Physical.75 Battle 4 Physical1 Mystic1 Battle Sweet Sauce .13 Physical.50 Mystic.13 Battle .25 Physical1 Mystic.25 Battle .50 Physical2
Mystic.50 Battle .75 Physical.3 Mystic.75 Battle 1 Physical4 Mystic1 Battle Sour Sauce .1 3 Physical.13 Mystic.50 Battle .25 Physical.25 Mystic1 Battle .50 Physical.50 Mystic2 Battle .75 Physical.75 Mystic3 Battle 1 Physical1 Mystic4 Battle Mayonaise* Mayonaise tries to equalise your pet statistics. Therefore, it has a variable stat distribution for each pet,
depending on your pet statistics. Pet Campaigns Edit In addition to leveling pets to increase a stat and rebirth multiplier, you can also send campaigns. There are 7 campaigns to choose from: Growth, Theology, Food, Item, Level, Multiplier and The Power of God. While each campaign awards a different prize, the degree of the award depends on 4 main
factors: the number of pets sent to the campaign, the length of the campaign, special pet abilities (including Adventurer class levels and equipment), and the pet's layer (see below). With multiple pets in a single campaign, pets will add their rewards together. The degree of the prize is often linearly multiplied by campaign length, so a 10-hour campaign should
award 10 times per pet compared to a 1-hour campaign (with the exceptions mentioned below). The pet ability bonus for each pet is summarized above. Some pets have a bonus (or penalty) on certain campaigns and accordingly multiply their impact on the campaign. The layers are a little more hidden. Depending on the total statistics or total growth of the
pet, you also multiply the reward by a factor. For growth-based campaigns (rebirth multiplier in Multiplier Campaign, level for Level Campaign), tiers are: Tier Multiplier Campaign Level Campaign 1 0.25x 10 levels 2 0.5x 20 level 3 0.75x 35 level 4 41x 55 level 5 1.25x 80 levels 6 1.5x 110 levels 7 1.75x 160 levels *Note: The above multiplier campaign factor
applies only to the rebirth multiplier it gives, based on statistics rather than the current multiplier. Growth campaign formula tracks pet growth gain = (Log15 (growth) - 1.75) * UPC multi* hours of pet growth campaign. You can consult the table below to understand how much growth can give for various growth amounts. As for its layers, it follows the following
table, as different from Multi-level campaign campaigns. Growth Growth (No Increase) 0 0.25 225.00 0.25 442.80 0.5 871.42 0.75 1.714 ,95 1 3,375.00 1.25 6,641.97 1.5 13,071.32 1.75 2 2 5,724,22 2 50,625,00 2,25 99,629,48 2,5 196,069.78 22,75 385,863,31 3 759,375,00 3,25 1,494,442,16 3,5 most stat based campaigns (Factor for Divinity Campaign,
God Power and the current multiplier part of the Multiplier Campaign, Level for Level Campaign) the tiers are: Tier Total Stats To Reach Tier Factor Level Campaign 1 0-9,999 0.25x 10 levels 2 10,000- 99,999 0.5x 20 levels 3 100,000 - 999,999 0.75x 35 levels 4 1,000,000 - 4,999,999 1x 55 levels 5 5,000,000 - 9,999,999 1.25x 80 levels 6 10,000,000 99,999,999 1.5x 110 levels 7 100,000,000+ 1.75x 160 levels For the Item campaign, the tiers are: Tier Total Stats To Reach Tier Item Campaign Factor 1 0 - 9,999 0.25x 2 10,000 - 99,999 0.5x 3 100,000 - 499,999 0.75x 4 500,000 - 999,999 1x 5 1,000,000 - 4,999,999 1.25x 6 5,000,000 - 9,999,999 1.5x 7 10,000,000 - 49,999,999 1.75x 8 50,000,000 99,999,999 2x 9 100,000,000+ 2.5x Growth Campaign Edit This campaign is crucial to growing your weaker pets. You need at least 2 pets. At the end of the campaign, your powerful pets will provide a certain amount of growth to your weakest pet sent to the campaign. Growth given per pet (campaign length per hour) * (pet growth layer Factor) * (pet ability
changer) * (UPC changer) If you choose this will be divided evenly among all statistics, or given the growth of your choice. If your growth is above 0.75, dividing your growth evenly gives you 0.25 per stat. For example: With a 6-hour War growth campaign, the 4th day of growth will be a great place to be. A pet is Shark with a 100% growth bonus. The
weakest pet ( 6 ) * (1.0) = 6 with no ability 4 pets will gain every growth. Meanwhile the shark gives: (6) * (1.0) * (2) = 12 growth. This (6*4 pets) + 12 = 36 growth for the weakest pet, its Battle will give an overall total for growth. There are no strict 'layer' walls anymore - numbers contain decency numbers, but the overall idea is still the same. Edit the Theology
Campaign This campaign can help you gain theology if you are missing. The amount of theology given by the campaign is mostly determined by the current theological rate (when the campaign is complete), as is much a point of advertising or spending god power. Each pet will grant: (campaign length within 5*hours) * (pet tier factor *4) * (pet talent changer)
div/s minutes available at the time of the theology. Example: Assume a tier 5 cupid (pet factor = 1.25, 100% talent bonus for theology) running a 6-hour campaign. You can win: ( 5 * 6) * (1.25 * 4) * (2) = 30 * 5 * 2 = 300 minutes of theology from this pet. Example 2: Assuming there are 10 pets in 100k statistics without special ability to theology. They get 15
minutes each of Div per hour, so the basic theology per hour is worth 150 minutes' s: +2.5x base Div. For comparison, killing all 5 UBs gives exactly that, +2.5x base Div. I mean, it's just UBs. get 6/3.5 = 1.71 times more divinity per hour compared to pet sample tool. Food Campaign Edit This campaign can help you get better quality food to grow pets faster.
Every pet has a chance to find sny, strong, even Mighty food. For this campaign, the layer of your pet does not affect returns. Formula for mighty food: 9* (length within hour) * (pet ability changer) * (according to the total number of bonus pets) Formula for strong food: '30* (hour length) * (pet ability changer) * (by bonus pet total number) )' Formula for Puny
food: '60* (length within hours) * (pet ability changer) * (according to the total number of pets in bonus)' For example: One tier 3 Octopus (000% skill bonus for food) 1 0-hour campaign yields with 30 total pets: For Mighty food: 9* (10) * (2) * (1.3) = 234% For strong food: 30 * (10 ) ( 2) * (1.3) = 780% for th blow-dry food: 60 * (10 ) * (2) * (1.3) = 1560% Item
Campaign Edit This campaign can help you win pet stones, can eventually be traded for a crystal slot or Pet Token (among other things) find rare items, such as potentially godly liquid, chakra pills, or lucky draws! Thus almost every special item purchase with kreds or money can eventually be found with this campaign. For Pet Stones, how many can you
expect to get formula (4* pet tier factor) * (campaign length within hours) * (pet ability changer). For example, a layer 2 mouse in a 10-hour campaign will give you: (4 * 0.5) * (10) * (no modifiers for the mouse item campaign are too much) = 2 * 10 = 20 pet stones for the chance of a 10-hour campaign rare item, the formula is more complex. The length of the
campaign is applied four times, so a 12-hour campaign gives you 4 times more chances than, for example, a 6-hour campaign. Formula for the chances of getting a rare item % (Factor / 25) * (hour length) ^2 * (pet ability bonus) For example, a tier 3 Fairy, which is a 50% bonus for finding rare items, In a 12-hour campaign, you'll find a rare item: (0.75/25) *
(12) ^ 2 * 1.5 = 0.03 * 144 * 1.5 = 6.48% chance, or 6% will be displayed at the end of the vehicle [Item Best Animals dog +50% for Campaigns, Eggs +10%, Fairy + 50%, Slime +25%, Goat +100%, Hydra +25%, Pandora's Box +25%, Flying Cloud +100%, Rudolph +35%, Chocobear +33%, Eagle + 75% Level Campaign Edit Earns a number of levels
according to pet's Growth Level, pet level and length of campaign by Pet's Stat Rank. This number is increased by the pet talent changer for Level campaigns of pets participating in the campaign, bringing together the bonus of all participating level specialist pets. Dependence on the level is this: 100% gain up to 1000 level, 90% gain from 1001 level to 5000
level, 10000 from 5001 level up to 81% gain and 65% from 10001. What would be the accepted level end level if there were no COMPLETED UPCs. The final formula is as follows: From statistics + Growth Level) * (length per hour) * (1 + bonus from all participating pets) * (level-based penalty) Multiplier Campaign Edit Multiplier campaign gives two separate
bonuses: the bonus that crashes into the Pet Multiplier and a contribution bonus to Pet Rebirth Multiplier. Pet Multiplier is the one that multiplies your physical, mystical, and combat statistics based on your pets' combined statistics (as described earlier in this article). The Multiplier Campaign bonus applies equally to all three statistics and is based on the pet's
Stat Layer (just like in the Theology Campaign). Pet Rebirth Multiplier is the multiplier of your Rebirth Multipliers according to the combined statistics of your pets. This multiplier covers out 999% (roughly 10x rebirth multi) when pet multiplier is 50,000% for stat. The Multiplier Campaign allows this bonus to exceed a limit of 999%. This bonus is based on the
Pet's Growth Layer (just like in a Growth Campaign). A pet's skill changer for Multiplier Campaigns applies to both of these bonuses. Edit Simply the God Power Campaign, this gives you the chance to gain power from God through the pet. The chances of a pet finding The Power of God (campaign length within 3*hours * (0.5+2*stat layer factor) * pet ability
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